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Accessing rare patient populations using the DSP methodology

Adelphi Real World have invested heavily in rare diseases over the past 3-4 
years, applying our well established methodology to small patient populations

Rare Diseases

Adelphi Real World generate real-world evidence through detailed analysis of data

captured in a routine care clinical setting. Our teams of disease-specific experts build

these findings into evidence to support your data & strategy needs across your Rare

Disease pipeline.

The Rare Disease Franchise has an expanding portfolio of Disease Specific Programmes
with data in-house, data currently being collected and plans from Q4 2020.

Overview of our Rare Disease Portfolio
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Below of 2 specific examples from our Rare Disease DSP™

Data from the 2017 Adelphi Haemophilia DSP™ suggests that

despite approval of a number of EHL products, SHL products

were still favoured by physicians in both the USA and EU in

the treatment of Haemophilia A patients without inhibitors.

The second wave of the Haemophilia DSP™ is currently in data

collection in the USA & EU5. With the market entry of

Hemlibra and gene therapies in the pipeline it will be

interesting to see how physician perception and the market

landscape are affected by these developments.

Organ involvement and grade was 
collected for all patients in the sample 
with overlap patients experiencing the 
highest number of affected organs.

The inaugural wave of the GVHD DSPTM completed data 
collection in Q1 2020 in 16 countries (USA, France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain, UK, Japan, Australia, Austria, Brazil, 
Canada, Greece, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland and 
Turkey) with a total sample of over 1600 patients. Data 
were collected on acute, chronic and overlap patients.

The Bespoke Team at Adelphi Real World: observational research specialists

We are committed to ensuring we can meet all real-world evidence needs by offering a range of
methodologies, including both primary and secondary data solutions. Working closely with our rare
disease franchise, the Bespoke team can support your observational studies from design through to
publication.

Building on the heritage from our Disease Specific Programmes, we have extensive experience of
conducting global surveys, retrospective chart reviews, prospective and cross-sectional patient and/or
carer outcomes studies and utilising existing secondary data sources (claims, EMR, registries etc.).

To date, we have conducted studies of this nature across a range of conditions including sickle cell disease,
myeloproliferative neoplasms, Friedreich’s ataxia, hereditary angioedema, Dupuytren's contracture and
multiple myeloma.

For further examples or outlines of data capture and utility, please contact Andy Collicott 
(andy.collicott@adelphigroup.com)


